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Digital pathology, which includes automated digital scanning 
of tissue slides, file storage, and displaying of files using high-
resolution monitor, has existed for several decades. However, 
it has only been recently introduced and adopted in the clini-
cal field, as a result of technological development with faster 
scanning time and higher graphic resolution.1,2 

In Yongin Severance hospital, the first hospital with a fully 
digitalized pathology system, all pathology slides are scanned 
and shared with clinicians, and used to actively communicate 
especially with dermatologists.

During clinical practice, dermatologists perform numerous 
skin biopsies as well as surgical procedures. Due to the pleth-
ora of dermatological conditions and subtle differences based 
on the natural course of disease, reviewing the biopsy speci-
men is essential for clinical and academic training of derma-
tologists.3,4 Accordingly, dermatologists study dermatopatholo-

gy during residency and in most training institutions; therefore, 
additional glass slides are utilized in the dermatology depart-
ment. This creates conflict between the pathology and derma-
tology departments in several institutes due to the amount of 
resources used for sectioning and supplying additional slides. 
While using digital pathology, however, there would be no wast-
ing of resources for sharing the slides, as the data would be digi-
tally stored and can be shared via a computer and visualized on 
a high-resolution monitor.

Mohs micrographic surgery, a surgical procedure for skin 
cancer, which is performed mainly by dermatologists, can assess 
the complete tumor margin by examining the frozen section re-
sults of the outermost shell of margin tissue during surgery.5 
When the frozen section result is found to be positive for tumor 
cells, surgeons visit the frozen section reading room to check 
precisely where the tumor cells remain among the margin areas 
using conventional pathology systems. With a digital pathology 
system, frozen margin tissues can also be scanned and shared. 
The pathologists can annotate the exact area where tumor cells 
exist, and surgeons can check the shared digital slides in the 
operation room (Fig. 1).

Compared to a conventional system, digital pathology system 
takes one more step of scanning the slide, which takes about 10–
30 minutes; therefore, some time delay may occur in reporting 
pathology results (Fig. 2). However, the digital pathology sys-
tem still saves time for both surgeons and pathologists, as they 
do not have to move from the operating room to the pathology 
room. 

One of the advantages of a digital pathology system is its re-
producibility. In a conventional system, pathologists directly de-
scribe the microscopic findings of frozen section of the tumor 
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margin to the surgeon, which limits the exact pictorial descrip-
tion of positive margins. In a digital system, pathologists can 
freely mark or attach notes on the slide file. Even if the clinician 
is not as well-trained as the pathologist, they can quickly check 
the cancer cells and the area by checking the marked area only.6 
Therefore, using a digital pathology system is convenient and 
precise when retrospectively reviewing the tumor margin dur-
ing and after the surgery.

The advantages of digital pathology described above are also 
applicable to other procedures and surgeries, which require 
confirmation using frozen tissue results. In surgeries other 
than Mohs surgery, surgeons do not directly check the patholo-
gy slides, but only check whether the result for tumor cell is 
positive. However, with digital pathology, surgeons in the oper-
ating room can easily and accurately check tumor cell charac-
teristics and locations via a computer screen. 

Despite various advantages, there are still some technological 
challenges that must be overcome.2,3 Digitally scanned pathol-
ogy specimens require much less physical storage area. How-
ever, each file could be of a massive size, requiring huge storage 
and server systems. Despite rapid advances in the scanning 
technology, thick specimens may present blurred focus due to 
resolution differences within the tissue. Additionally, when the 
slide is sectioned with some irregularity, it may be difficult to 
focus during scanning, and the area of interest could become 
blurred on the final scanned file. Nevertheless, these techno-
logical limitations will undoubtedly be resolved within few 
years. After overcoming these few limitations, additional bene-
fits are expected in the era of digital pathology. Currently, addi-
tional pathology slides must be sectioned when transferring the 
patient to other hospitals. This sectioning of additional tissues 
requires several human and material resources and a greater 

Fig. 1. Shared digital pathology of frozen margin during Mohs surgery. (A) Blue mark at the lateral tumor positive area. (B) Blue mark at the base focal tu-
mor cell cluster. 

Fig. 2. Frozen pathology report during Mohs surgery with digital pathology. The upper four frozen tissues are tissues from the first Mohs stage. It took 
about 30 minutes for the tissues to arrive at the pathology department to be made into slides and scanned, and for the pathologist to report the results 
with scanned digital pathology. The last tissue is from the second Mohs stage, and it took only 10 minutes to arrive and be reported. 
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number of tissue samples. If most hospitals are equipped with a 
digital pathology system and such file exchange is legally rec-
ognized, hospitals can share patient pathology slides through 
simple file transfer without using additional resources.7

Digital pathology aids surgeons and pathologists in accu-
rately recording tumor margins, which indirectly gives patients 
the benefit of reduced surgery time in Mohs surgery. With the 
reproducibility of digital pathology, the patient can get an ex-
planation of the frozen slides even after the surgery. If the pa-
tient is referred to another hospital after the surgery, the patient 
can digitally carry pathology test results, including frozen slides, 
thereby minimizing physical and economic costs and efforts.

In addition, by applying artificial intelligence (AI) to the 
digital pathology system, faster and more accurate diagnosis 
may be possible. AI may not be able to confirm a diagnosis or 
describe the disease characteristics. However, it may aid pa-
thologists to make a diagnosis and provide simple information 
to clinicians before pathologic confirmation.2,8 Moreover, AI 
can quickly identify tumor cells of frozen margins during sur-
gery and shorten the operation time.8

Despite the technical and legal limitations at every hospital, 
digital pathology is expected to advance rapidly in a few years. 
Therefore, we propose that digital pathology be used in Mohs 
surgery, as it would be advantageous for both surgeons and 
pathologists, and give the benefit of shortened operation time 
to the patient.
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